2,483 RESIDENTS RECEIVED HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

87 VOLUNTEERS PROVIDED 1,325 HOURS OF SERVICE, VALUED AT $32,041

49 INTERNS PROVIDED 1,864 HOURS OF SERVICE, VALUED AT $20,694

$278,113 IN KIND DONATIONS RECEIVED

$175,888 IN GRANT REVENUE ALLOCATED
Michelle is a young college student who lives with her mom and brother. She juggled between two jobs just to keep up with the bills. Tired of living from paycheck to paycheck, she came to Project Access for support. Michelle expressed her interest in teaching so the staff worked with her to finesse her resume and sharpen her interviewing skills.

Weeks later, Michelle landed a job with the city of San Bernardino working to support an after school program. She was able to quit her job in fast food and focus on a job that aligns with her long term career goals. Michelle is happy she took this step to achieve her dream of becoming a teacher.

Michelle is now employed with CAPS which provides exemplary before and after school experiences for youth.

**OUR SHARED SUCCESSES**

- 18,860 HEALTHY SNACKS, BREAKFASTS, AND LUNCHES WERE DISTRIBUTED TO COMBAT HUNGER
- 78% & 85% OF CHILDREN SHOWED POSITIVE ACHIEVEMENT IN READING AND MATH SCORES RESPECTIVELY
- 95% OF RESIDENTS INDICATED THAT THEY FELT SAFE IN THEIR COMMUNITY
- 95% OF RESIDENTS SAID THAT WE HELPED THEM FORM STRONGER RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR NEIGHBORS
- 2,067 RESIDENTS BUILT THEIR SOCIAL CAPITAL THROUGH THEIR PARTICIPATION IN ENGAGEMENT EVENTS

**REACHING MY CAREER GOALS**
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Weeks later, Michelle landed a job with the city of San Bernardino working to support an after school program. She was able to quit her job in fast food and focus on a job that aligns with her long term career goals. Michelle is happy she took this step to achieve her dream of becoming a teacher.